The research discussed in this paper focuses on the influence of physical motion and visual display field of view on the perception and control of self-motion direction in unstructured optical flow environments. In an experiment the visual display field of view and the motion cues were systematically varied to identify their effects on the pilot behavioural response. To understand the dynamic properties of human visual and motion perception a cybernetic approach is taken. The experiment confirmed that performance was significantly better when the error is presented explicitly. The addition of peripheral vision, however, did not affect performance. When physical motion is added, the performance is not influenced when presenting the error explicitly, but with implicit presentation of the error, an increase of performance was found. With an increase of motion cues the visual perception gain increases. Tentatively, pilots are more confident to act on the visual information available in flow displays. When the amount of physical motion is increased the motion perception gain decreases. Apparently, pilots try harder to perceive the motion when less physical motion is provided. When using implicit presentations of the error pilots rely more heavily on motion cues. When using flow field presentations, the visual time delay of the pilot increases approximately 150 [ms]. Using the implicit presentation of the error increasing the visual display field of view also leads to an increase in the time to perceive visual cues. The increase is approximately 20 [ms] and is significant. The pilots also rely more heavily on motion cues in this case.
I. Introduction
The current generation flight deck displays give a planar presentation of the aircraft's guidance and navigation situation. This presentation is incompatible with the common way humans perceive their threedimensional environment. When navigating through a three-dimensional world, the perceived visual information consists of optical or retinal flow, visual direction and extra-retinal direction, which are combined to form a robust indication of heading.
1 Perspective flight-path displays, such as the tunnel-in-the-sky display, allow the pilot to use the same visual information as when navigating without instruments, 2 through the motion perspective of the tunnel wire frame. To understand the potential benefits of this extra source of visual information in perspective flight-path displays, it is important to understand the process of human self-motion perception in optical flow environments.
Humans can use optic flow to perceive and control track. 3 However, as physical motion is implied when performing any vehicular control task, i.e., there is no visual motion without physical motion, it is important to investigate the effects of this variable on the visual perception of self-motion. Also visual display field of view affects the perception of heading in active control tasks. 4 Most research on this topic restrict the field of view to relatively small angles using a flat screen. In vehicular control tasks, the field of view is generally much larger and the human controller is fully surrounded by the environment. Therefore, the effect of the display field of view on the perception of self-motion needs to be investigated further.
This research focuses on the influence of physical motion and visual display field of view on the perception and control of self-motion direction in unstructured optical flow environments. In an experiment the visual display field of view and the motion cues were systematically varied to identify their effects on the pilot behavioural response. This paper is structured as follows. First, the theory of perception of self-motion is treated. Then the experiment set-up and the identification procedures are described. Finally, the experimental results are discussed, conclusions are drawn and recommendations for future work are given.
II. Perception of self-motion
Humans can use an abundance of cues to perceive their movement through the environment. The main sensory organs to detect self-motion are the vestibular organs, somatosensory receptors and the eyes. 5 The vestibular organs consist of the semicircular canals, that sense angular velocity, and the otoliths, that sense specific force which is a combination of inertial accelerations and gravity. The somatosensory receptors consist of tactile receptors and proprioceptive senses. The tactile receptors sense a change of force on the body, e.g., due to a change in position. Proprioceptive senses yield the relative position of parts of the body as well as their accelerations. Finally, the eyes allow for the perception of visual cues.
A. Perception of visual cues
The visual cues play the most important role in the control of self-motion through a three dimensional environment. Modelling the visual perception process provides insight into important characteristics such as the amount of time required to perceive the direction of motion. Also the effect of providing the subject with different visual cues and the effect of time delays in generating visual cues in simulators can be studied.
The visual information, available during movement through the environment, consists of optical flow, visual direction and extra-retinal direction.
1 These three sources of information are used simultaneously during determination of heading. The weighting, however, is dependent on the quality of the signals. For example, a decrease in light level degrades the optical flow and visual direction depends on the availability of a visual reference such as an aircraft symbol in a tunnel-in-the-sky display.
The visual and extra-retinal direction can be used to determine the direction of motion from the placement of objects in the visual field or the position of the eyes and head, respectively. 6 The optical flow is inherently spatio-temporal like all human behaviour. This information is currently not applied in conventional displays. Therefore this research focuses on optical flow as found in perspective flight-path displays to investigate the potential benefits.
The light coming to a moving point of observation is structured owing to the structure of the environment and the observer's travel. Due to the observer's travel and events in the environment, the optical structure is also constantly changing, but there are certain properties that do not change, e.g., splay and density. These are called optical invariants.
7 They supply the human with information on, e.g., position or velocity with respect to a reference. The optical flow itself supplies information like direction or velocity.
The optic flow field consists of four basic components. 8 The first of these is translation, resulting from movement in a plane perpendicular to the viewing axis, which leads to a parallel flow pattern. The second is isotropic expansion or contraction, resulting from movement along the viewing axis. In this case the flow pattern is radial. The third component is rotation, resulting from a rotation along the viewing axis, in which case a rotary flow pattern results. The final component is shear, resulting from a rotation perpendicular to the viewing axis, that deforms the flow pattern. The pattern of the total changing optic array is the addition of all components. Translation and rotation do not deform the visual field, whereas the other components do.
When displaying the three-dimensional world onto a two dimensional display, the projected pattern consists of expanding radial lines, converging in the Focus of Radial Outflow (FRO) that specifies the direction of movement.
2 The FRO is an optical invariant of the optic flow field, as it does not move relative to the observer. Subjects can use it during active control tasks to estimate the track. 9 In research on perception of motion, curvi-linear and recti-linear motion is commonly used. During curvi-linear movement, a hyperbolic flow pattern emerges due to the contribution of translational and rotational components of the movement. In this case no FRO is present and therefore curvi-linear motion can not be used in cases where heading must be recovered. However, during recti-linear movement, no rotation is involved along any direction. This means that the FRO is present in the flow pattern and can be used to estimate the direction of motion. Figure 1 shows the optic flow fields for recti-linear motion through a random dot cloud. The cross indicates the direction of the viewing axis which coincides with the centre of the screen. In Figure 1a , the direction of motion is along the viewing axis and the FRO is located in the centre of the screen. In Figure  1b , however, the direction of motion is to the left of the the viewing axis and the FRO, indicated by the circle, is also shifted to the left. Most of the research investigating the perception of heading were performed in a passive way, i.e. showing a simulation of movement to the subject, who has to estimate the heading at the end of each trial. [10] [11] [12] This method allows for the evaluation of performance in estimating heading, but it can not be used for evaluation of the human control behaviour. To be able to see how the human responds to different stimuli, one needs to perform active control tasks and identify the human control behaviour, i.e., the underlying dynamic perception and control process. However, studies on active control tasks mainly focus on human performance.
13, 14
Research into the difference between passive and active observers shows increased performance for active control 15 and suggests that different perceptual mechanisms are used.
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Visual display field of view has been found to influence the perception of heading during active control tasks. When using small fields of view, active observers appear to be insensitive to an increase in forward velocity with constant yaw-disturbance. 4 A possible explanation is that the perception of heading changes from an ambient process, in which parameters of spatial orientation (e.g. heading) are determined by analysing motion over a large field of view, to a focal process as the size of the field of view decreases. The focal process is used primarily for object perception, which requires only the central field of view. Another experiment with random dot clouds found that best heading detection occurred with both central (30 [deg] ) and peripheral field of view (outside 30 [deg]) on a 90-degree display. 17 This display field of view, however, is still relatively small. In vehicular control tasks, the field of view is generally much larger and the human controller is fully surrounded by the environment. Previous research also shows that the advantage of central vision over peripheral vision may be limited to cases where peripheral flow is available only near the axis of judgement.
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It is important to keep in mind that by limiting the visual display field of view, the edges of the screen are more noticeable as they are closer to the area of central vision. The rate at which local discontinuities cross the edge is defined as the Optical Edge Rate (OER). 19 During control of self-motion, this extra cue might be used.
B. Perception of motion cues
Humans use vestibular, proprioceptive and tactile cues for the feedback of physical motion. However, the vestibular cues are predominant and the proprioceptive and tactile cues are therefore commonly neglected in pilot modelling. 20 The vestibular organ is located in the inner ear and is composed of two different sensory systems, the semicircular canals and the otoliths, which measure angular velocity and specific force, respectively. Both sensory organs are modelled as an accelerometer with overdamped mass-spring-damper characteristics.
Knowledge of the motion perception process is important in flight simulator fidelity research. Due to technical constraints of simulators, motion cues can not completely represent the actual aircraft motion, but need to be filtered. The design of the motion filters is constrained by a lack in understanding how motion perception is affected by filter settings and what kind of information is exactly required for realistic perception of self-motion in simulators.
III. Experiment
In previous research, pilot models were developed that separate the different perception paths. 20, 21 It was also shown that it is indeed possible to identify these multi-channel pilot models. 22, 23 The addition of motion in roll tasks seems to affect the performance of the pilot and the increase of motion cues seems to affect the time delay of the vestibular system. 24 Also, research into the use of optical flow for the perception of self-motion has been performed. This shows that humans can indeed use optical flow to perceive and control track.
3 However, no motion was used in this case. The goal of this experiment was to determine the effect of visual display field of view and physical motion on the perception of self-motion in unstructured optical flow environments. For this purpose a cybernetic approach was taken to identify the pilot control behaviour in several conditions in which the visual display field of view and the amount of physical motion were varied systematically.
A. Control task
In order to separate the visual and motion response of the subjects, two forcing functions are needed in the control task. The forcing functions consist of a sum of 10 sinusoids, see Table 1 . This leads to a combined target and disturbance task for this experiment, see Figure 2 . The target forcing function only affects the visual cues, whereas the motion cues are affected by both the target and disturbance forcing function. This means that the motion and visual cues conflict with each other. Therefore the target forcing function is decreased to half the size of the disturbance forcing function. Now it is more likely that subjects indeed use the motion cues. pilot E E T Figure 2 : The closed loop control task Table 1 : Definition of the forcing functions, with k i the number of periods of sinusoid i that fit within the measurement time, and with ω i , A i and φ i the frequency, amplitude and phase of sinusoid i, respectively The difference between the target forcing function and the track angle is presented on the display as an error from the centre of the screen. This represents a compensatory display. In some conditions a cross symbol shows the error explicitly, the baseline presentation, and in the conditions where the optic flow field is used, the flow presentation, the error is represented implicitly by the FRO. The baseline presentation serves as a reference in the comparison of the results.
When performing the task in an optic flow field, the subjects are supplied with central visual cues and optionally with peripheral visual cues projected on the left and right side of the display, see Figure 3 . Also the motion cues are differed by supplying no motion, motion reduced by a half or full motion to the subjects.
The optic flow field consists of dots randomly scattered around a three dimensional grid. A high density flow field is used, as this makes it easier to perceive the track, thus increasing performance.
3 Movement through the flow environment is based on a virtual cart, as displayed in Figure 4 . When using the FRO for control of self-motion, the optic flow pattern must be radial in order to perceive the track angle. This means that there can be no rotation of the viewing direction. Thus the viewing direction, or camera direction, is always oriented in the fixed X ′ direction. The velocity vector is always aligned with the track angle χ, which depends on the forcing functions and the control behaviour of the subject. As only motion in the horizontal plane is used, a change in track angle is perceived from a lateral change of the FRO.¨r 
B. Subjects and instructions
Five subjects participated in the experiment. All were non-pilots, as they are more likely to exhibit higher bandwidth control behaviour, as pilots always have the comfort of the passengers in mind. All had previous experience with active control tasks. The subjects were instructed to minimise the error between the target forcing function and the track angle and counteract the disturbance on the control signal. This means that either the cross symbol or the FRO must be centred on the screen. In essence this means that the velocity is aligned with the viewing direction, thus the subject is moving along the viewing axis.
C. Apparatus
The experiment is performed on the SIMONA Research Simulator of Delft University of Technology. Using three projectors, a 180 degree collimated outside visual is provided, which means that the projection appears to be at infinity and the subject is fully surrounded by the environment. SEOS OptiBlend, an optical edge blending system which includes black level blending of fixed matrix projectors, ensures a seamless overlap of the projected visuals. On the screen the optic flow environment is projected. The left and right part of the screen, both covering 60 [deg], can be switched off to provide only central visual cues. In case of the baseline presentation, only the central visual part of the outside visual is used.
The simulator has the ability to move in six degrees of freedom. The motion base only performed motion in the lateral Y ′ direction as this motion represents the movement of the FRO on the outside visual. For this purpose, the track angle χ needs to be transformed to a lateral accelerationÿ. This conversion is given byÿ = V cos(χ)χ, which for small track angles can be simplified toÿ = Vχ, where the velocity V is 2 [m/s]. In combination with a motion filter this ensures that during runs with full motion the simulator does not reach any motion bounds.
A motion filter is needed to filter out low frequency accelerations and drift generally observed during experiment runs. A third order washout algorithm is used:
Here, the break frequency ω m = 0.1 [rad/s], the damping coefficient ζ m = 1.0 and break frequency of the first order dynamics ω b = 0.2 [rad/s]. The motion gain K m is 1.0 for the conditions with full motion and 0.0 for the conditions with no motion. In conditions with reduced motion the gain is 0.5, a common setting in simulator motion filters. Figure 5 gives the lateral position and the lateral accelerations of the simulator-cab for an experiment run of a full motion condition. From this figure it can be seen that the position of the simulator-cab is drifting if no motion filter is used. If the motion filter is implemented the position of the simulator-cab remains between the motion system limits. As the motion filter is only needed to filter out the low frequency accelerations and drift, the natural break frequency of the high-pass filter can be chosen very low. This ensures that the motion has a high fidelity, as given in Figure 6 , and thus the accelerations before and after filtering are almost identical. Naturally, the reduced motion has a lower fidelity. 
D. Independent variables
The first independent variable is the display type. The baseline presentation explicitly shows the error to be controlled by a cross. The flow environment is an implicit presentation of the error to be controlled, by means of the FRO. In this case the peripheral vision can be switched on or off. A visualisation of the display types is given in Figure 3 . The second independent variable is the motion of the simulator that can either be off, reduced or full. These independent variables lead to nine experimental conditions, which are summarised in Table 2 . . During training the subjects got the chance to control the system without forcing functions in order to get a feel for the dynamics. Also the forcing functions were switched off individually to give the subjects a sense of the task to be performed. After that, each condition was run three times in a row, starting with the conditions without motion. This ensured that the subjects learned the task properly. During the experiment phase each condition was repeated five times. The order of the conditions was based on a Latin square of the condition numbers. This method ensures that the different runs are distributed evenly over the subjects and that fatigue does not affect the statistical data analysis.
F. Dependent measures
During the experiment the track angle χ, forcing functions f d and f t and the pilot control signal u are recorded. From f t and χ the error e can be reconstructed. These signals are used during identification and parametrisation of the describing functions of the pilot model, see Figure 2 . The identification procedure is further discussed in Section IV.
The dependent measures can be subdivided into three groups. The performance measures are the RMS of the error e, which is a measure for pilot performance, and the RMS of the control signal u, which indicates pilot control activity. The second group constitutes the parameters of the parametrisations of the identified pilot responses. Finally, the pilot performance and stability measures, cross-over frequency and phase margin, form the third group. The calculation of the cross-over frequency and phase margin is discussed in Section IV.
G. Hypotheses
Based on previous research, 3 it is hypothesised that an explicit presentation of the error yields superior performance and less control activity as compared to an implicit presentation, as the time to perceive the heading is less. Also, the addition of peripheral vision is expected to increase performance. 17 The addition and increase of physical motion cues is expected to have the same effect on the pilot control performance.
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Further, it is hypothesised that the use of visual cues decreases when flow presentations are used. This is also the case when the amount of physical motion is increased, as subjects are expected to rely less on the visual cues. Of course, the use of implicit presentation of the error means that extra time is needed to extract the information from the display. An increase in the amount of physical motion means that is becomes less difficult to perceive the motion. Also, when using implicit presentations of the error, the reliance on motion cues is hypothesised to increase.
The cross-over frequency is expected to be highest when using the explicit presentation of the error and lowest with using central visual flow displays. With the addition of motion, however, performance is expected to increase. The stability of the control loop is expected to decrease with an increase in physical motion cues as performance increases in this case.
IV. Pilot modelling and identification
To get an insight into the dynamic properties of human visual and motion perception a cybernetic approach is taken, which entails the identification of the pilot response functions in the frequency domain and the estimation of the parameters of a pilot model.
2 Figure 2 gives the structure of the closed loop control task of the problem investigated in this research. Two forcing functions, a target forcing function f t and a disturbance forcing function f d , are inserted into the system. The pilot closes the loop by perceiving the visual and motion cues generated by the simulator, e s andÿ s , respectively, and by active control of the system dynamics.
The pilot is a non-linear biological system, but can be described by a quasi-linear model if the pilot is properly trained and when all variables that could affect human behaviour are maintained at the same level during the experiment. 26 Using this approach the non-linear pilot can be described by linear response functions and a remnant signal n, which accounts for the difference between the causal model output and the experimentally measured output of the pilot. Two different signals are presented to the pilot, which implies that the pilot model consists of two response functions, the response to the visually presented error signal, H pe and the response to the state signal, H pχ , which is presented to the pilot by the motion system, see Figure 7 . Identification methods used for the identification of the pilot response functions, e.g., an instrumental variable technique or an ARX model identification technique, relate the output signal of the pilot u to the input signals, e s andÿ s . However, the input signals to the pilot are not available, only the signals χ, e and u are known. Because of this, the pilot response functions, H pe and H pχ , can not be estimated directly. For this reason the combined simulator-pilot response functions, H spe and H spχ , are estimated, see Figure 7 . For identification of these response functions an ARX model identification method is used. 27 This method gives a continuous estimation of the pilot response functions in the frequency domain. The ARX model identification method also allows for a continuous identification of the pilot remnant. The parameter model used to estimate the parameters of the pilot is given in Figure 8 . The parameter model, which is fitted to the identified response functions in the frequency domain, is used to separate the simulator and the pilot dynamics. The parameters of the simulator part of the model are all known and fixed for the entire experiment. For the motion system a transformation is needed to transform the track angle χ to lateral accelerationsÿ. The remaining simulator dynamics include the time delay of the display τ sv , the motion filter H m and the time delay of the motion system τ sm . The motion filter used in the experiment is described by Equation 1.
The pilot model, which is a combination of the visual and motion perception paths of the pilot, consists of the pilot equalisation, the pilot limitations and sensors. The pilot equalisation consists of the following parameters:
• K pv the visual perception gain,
• τ lv the visual lead time constant,
• K pm the motion perception gain.
The pilot limitations consist of the perception time delays and the neuromuscular dynamics. The time delays are given by:
• τ pv the time delay of the visual perception path,
• τ pm the time delay of the motion perception path.
Based on the widely accepted precision model by McRuer, 26 the combined neuromuscular and manipulator dynamics H n are given by:
with:
• ω n the neuromuscular frequency,
• ζ n the neuromuscular damping,
• τ n the neuromuscular time constant.
The sensors in this model consist of the vestibular dynamics H v in the motion perception response. These are modelled by:
• τ v1 the lead time constant of the vestibular dynamics,
• τ v2 the lag time constant of the vestibular dynamics.
The identified frequency response of the pilot remnant can also be parametrised by a parameter model. The parameter model of the pilot remnant is given by:
where K r is the remnant gain and τ r is the remnant time constant. To estimate the parameters, the parameter model is fitted to the identified frequency responses,Ĥ spe andĤ spχ , by minimising the following criterion:
Here N f is the total number of frequency points on which the frequency responsesĤ spe (ω) andĤ spχ (ω) are defined and θ is the parameter vector. The error between modelled and identified frequency response at every frequency point is weighed by the estimated variance of the frequency response at that frequency point in order to put less emphasis on frequencies where the identified response is uncertain.
To investigate if the simulator-pilot model has a good quality of fit the Variance Accounted For (VAF) of the simulated control signals in the time domain was calculated for the ARX model identification and for the simulator-pilot model. If the VAF's of the simulated signals is 100% a perfect fit is achieved. The VAF is given by:
where u is the recorded control signal from the experiment and u sim is the simulated control signal. In order to be able to compute the crossover frequency ω c and the phase margin ϕ m , important indicators for closed loop performance and stability, the open loop dynamics H ol need to be calculated. The open loop dynamics are a combination of the total pilot model and the system dynamics. Due to the nature of the control task, a combined target and disturbance task, it is not possible to calculate the total pilot model directly as two forcing functions act on the control loop.
The total pilot model can be approximated, however. As the target forcing function was reduced, one can argue that the control task was essentially a disturbance task. Now, the major input signal into the control loop is the disturbance forcing function and the total pilot model is given by:
The open loop dynamics are now:
V. Results and discussion
Using the experiment data of the five subjects, first the pilot performance and control activity are discussed by looking at the signals in the time domain. After this the pilot response functions are identified and the pilot model parameters are estimated for every run of every condition to allow for a model-based analysis in the frequency domain. An analysis of variance is performed on the control performance of the subjects and the properties of the estimated pilot models.
A. Pilot performance and control activity
The performance of each experiment run was analysed with the RMS value of the error signal presented to the subjects. The means and 95% confidence intervals for each experiment condition are given in Figure 9a . This figure includes all subjects and the conditions from Table 2 . Conditions with the baseline presentation showed superior performace. In these cases the display explicitly showed the error to be controlled. The difference in performance between the three display types was highly significant (F 2,8 = 19.268, p = 0.001) and post-hoc analysis (Student-Newman-Keuls, α = 0.05) revealed that this difference can be attributed to the explicit and implicit presentation of the error in the display. This means that in flow presentations the peripheral displays do not affect the control performance significantly. However, in previous research, where the addition of peripheral vision had a significant effect on performance, 17 the central visual field of view is only 30 [deg], whereas in this research 60 [deg] was used. Also the display configuration used in this research was different. Previous research used a large flat screen, whereas in this research a 180 degree collimated outside visual was used. Furthermore, it is questionable whether the dots of the flow field used in this research were perceivable in the peripheral area of vision.
The pilot using the baseline display condition showed no change in performance when motion cues were increased. With the flow display conditions, however, performance increased when increasing the motion cues. This difference in control performance for the motion cases was marginally significant (F 2,8 = 3.478, p = 0.082). A post-hoc analysis showed that the cases with reduced or full motion differed significantly from the cases without motion. This shows that the addition of motion increased performance, but the difference between two levels of motion did not have a significant effect. The display type × motion interaction was marginally significant (F 4,16 = 2.719, p = 0.067).
The analysis of the RMS value of the control signal u showed that the control activity is constant for every display and motion condition and an ANOVA analysis showed no significant effects. In previous research a significant effect of display type was found when using pure integrator dynamics.
3 However, when double integrator dynamics were used no significant effect was found. The current research included double integrator dynamics for frequencies above 2 [rad/s], which explains that no significant effect was found here as the cross-over frequency is near this frequency. 
Pilot modelling and identification
The identification procedure consisted of two steps. In the first step the simulator-pilot response functions H spe and H spχ were estimated in the frequency domain using the ARX model identification method. For one condition of one subject the identified response function is given in Figure 10 . The variance of the estimation was calculated and the standard deviation is also given in the figure. As a comparison an identification method with Fourier Coefficients was used to obtain an estimate of the pilot response function and its variance.
2, 28
In Figure 11 , the pilot equalisation, which consists of the pilot perception gains and visual perception lead time constant, is given for condition 5 of a specific subject. In the second step of the identification procedure the multi-channel parameter model from Figure 8 was fitted to the frequency response of the ARX model estimate. In the combined simulator-pilot parameter model, the simulator parameters had a constant value. The neuromuscular time constant of the pilot was set to zero and the vestibular dynamics, in this case the otoliths, were kept constant to ensure a reliable estimation of the remaining parameters of the pilot model. Values for the otolith parameters were taken from previous research,
. The parameters of the pilot model were calculated by minimising the cost function given in Equation 5 . The frequency response of the parameter model is given in Figure 10 . The parameter model is sufficient for a good fit to the error response function H spe , but insufficient to properly describe the state response function H spχ at low frequencies. This was the case for every experiment condition and every subject and was also seen in previous research.
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To investigate if this had any effect on the quality of fit of the entire model, the Variance Accounted For (VAF) of the simulated control signals in the time domain was calculated for the ARX model identification and for the pilot model. Figure 12 gives the recorded control signal of one experiment run, the control signal simulated using the ARX model identification and the control signal simulated using the parameter model. The VAF of the simulated signals is also given in this figure. The VAF of the ARX model identification control signal was lower than 100%, because the simulated signal did not include the pilot remnant and modelling errors are present. It was found that the VAF of the parameter model (86.21%) was not much smaller than the VAF of the ARX model identification (90.09%), which indicates that the bad fit of the state response function at low frequencies had little effect on the quality of fit of the entire pilot model. This can be explained by the fact that the state response function has a smaller magnitude at low frequencies compared to the error response function. 
Pilot model parameters
Using the optimisation criterion the parameters of the pilot model were calculated. The ANOVA analysis showed that the display type and the motion cues had a significant effect on the perception gains K pv and K pm , the visual lead time constant τ lv and the neuromuscular frequency ω n . The visual time delay τ pv was significantly affected by the display type. The motion perception time delay τ pm and the neuromuscular damping ζ n were not affected by the display type or motion cases. The visual perception gain K pv was only marginally affected (F 2,8 = 3.135, p = 0.099) by the display type and post-hoc analysis showed that this was due to the difference in the explicit and implicit presentation of the error, i.e., the baseline presentation and flow presentations. For the motion cases the change in visual perception gain was highly significant (F 2,8 = 15.893, p = 0.002). Post-hoc analysis showed that the significant change was between the three distinct motion cases. Figure 14a shows that the visual perception gain of the pilot using the baseline presentation slightly decreased by adding more motion. This is possibly due to the fact that the motion cues were not completely consistent with the presented error, as a consequence of the disturbance forcing function. The visual perception gain decreased when using the flow presentation without motion. However, when motion cues were increased, the visual perception gain increased when using flow presentations. This indicates that pilots were more confident to act on the visual information in the flow presentations when physical motion was present. The display type × motion interaction was found to be highly significant (F 4,16 = 6.455, p = 0.003).
When looking at the motion perception gain K pm the display type was highly significant (F 1,4 = 43.126, p = 0.003) and post-hoc analysis showed that K pm differed significantly between the display types. Figure  14d showed that the motion perception gain was larger when using the flow presentations. This indicates an increased use of the motion cues. An increase of motion cues decreased the motion perception gain, because it was less difficult to perceive the motion. The decrease in motion perception gain when increasing the motion gain was highly significant (F 1,4 = 43.126, p = 0.003). In this case there was no significant interaction between display type and motion cases.
The change in visual lead time constant τ lv was highly significant with the display type, (F 2,8 = 21.538, p = 0.001). Post-hoc analysis showed that the visual lead time constant was only significantly different between the explicit and implicit presentations of the error. There was also a highly significant change in visual lead time constant with motion cases, ( 29 When using baseline presentations, this was the case. The lead time constant counteracts the second order integrator dynamics. With flow presentations, the cross-over frequency was within the region of the dynamics that acts as a single integrator. Subjects did not need to generate lead, but may use it for an increase in stability. This was the case when no motion was supplied, but with the addition of motion cues, the subjects generated much less lead. This is illustrated in Figure 11 .
The visual perception time delay τ pv was highly significantly affected by the display type (F 2,8 = 126.361, p = 0.000). The visual time delay differed significantly between all display types, as shown with post-hoc analysis. As Figure 14c shows, the explicit presentation of the error had the smallest time delay. When using an implicit presentation, the visual time delay was more or less 150 [ms] higher. This relates fairly well to the value of 175 [ms], as found in previous research. 3 The difference between the flow presentations might be attributed to the Optical Edge Rate, present in the flow presentation were peripheral vision was not present.
The motion perception time delay showed no significant effects. However, Figure 14e shows that for the baseline conditions the spread is very large. This can be attributed to the small motion perception gain found for these conditions. The estimation of the pilot motion response is difficult in these cases.
The final parameter on which the type of display had an effect is the neuromuscular frequency ω n . This effect was highly significant (F 2,8 = 15.045, p = 0.002). Again, post-hoc analysis showed that only the explicit or implicit presentation of the error had a significant effect. As Figure 14g shows, the value of the neuromuscular frequency was always higher with an explicit presentation of the error. This means that the human was controlling more high-frequency content of the control task. Figure 14g shows that the neuromuscular frequency increased when the motion was increased. This increase was highly significant (F 2,8 = 13.917, p = 0.002) and post-hoc analysis showed that it was significant between the three distinct motion cases. The addition of motion thus allows for a more high-frequency control strategy.
Pilot remnant
The frequency response of the pilot remnant was determined using the ARX model identification method. Figure 15 gives the frequency responses of the remnant for every condition of one subject. Cond. 5
Cond. 6
Cond. 7
Cond. 8
Cond. 9 Figure 15 : Remnant identification for all conditions, one subject
The effect of display type was highly significant on the estimated remnant characteristics K r (F 2,8 = 16.278, p = 0.002) and τ r (F 2,8 = 53.219, p = 0.000). In both cases the post-hoc analysis only showed a significant difference between the explicit and implicit presentation of the error. In the cases with implicit presentation of the error, the remnant gain was two times as high as during cases with explicit presentation Figure 16a . The remnant time constant was more or less 50% higher, see Figure 16b . A low time constant means a higher break-frequency and thus higher frequency content is present in the remnant. This is due to more high-frequency control activity that was accomplished in cases with explicit presentation of the error. The ANOVA analysis showed that the remnant was not significantly affected by the addition of motion. Also the increase of the motion cues did not effect the pilot remnant significantly.
Cross-over frequency and phase margin
In case of the cross-over frequency ω c (F 2,8 = 9.035, p = 0.009) and the phase margin ϕ m (F 2,8 = 12.060, p = 0.004), the effect of display type was highly significant. Post-hoc analysis showed a significant difference between the explicit and implicit presentation of the error. The cross-over frequency was highest for the cases with an explicit presentation, as seen in Figure 17a . The phase margin was generally 50 [deg], but when motion was added to displays with implicit presentation of the error, the phase margin was lower. This effect can be seen in Figure 17b and is related to an increase in performance, or cross-over frequency, that was possible due to the addition of motion. In baseline presentation no decrease in phase margin was found when motion was added, whereas the cross-over frequency increased. This shows that it is possible to increase performance without losing stability with explicit presentation of the error. According to the ANOVA analysis, the cross-over frequency ω c and the phase margin ϕ m were significantly affected by an increase of the motion cues. According to Figure 17a , the cross-over frequency increased by adding motion. This indicates an increase in performance. The increase in cross-over frequency was highly significant (F 2,8 = 12.942, p = 0.003), but post-hoc analysis showed that the significant increase was mainly between two subsets, the cases without motion and cases with reduced and full motion. The change in phase margin was significant (F 2,8 = 5.898, p = 0.027). Again the significant change was mainly between the cases with and without motion. For the baseline presentation the phase margin was hardly affected by adding motion. The phase margin of the pilot using the flow presentations decreased by adding more motion as stability was sacrificed for an increase in performance indicated by an increase in cross-over frequency.
VI. Conclusions and recommendations
Summarizing, the most important conclusions are:
• Performance was significantly better when the error was presented explicitly, as was also found in previous research. 3 The addition of peripheral vision, as defined here, did not affect performance.
• The addition of physical motion did not influence performance when presenting the error explicitly. With implicit presentation of the error, an increase of performance was found.
• With an increase of motion cues, from no motion to medium and high fidelity motion, the visual perception gain increased. Tentatively, the pilots were more confident to act on the visual information available in the flow displays.
• When using flow field presentations the visual time delay of the pilot increased approximately 150 [ms].
• When the amount of physical motion was increased the motion perception gain decreased. Apparently pilots tried harder to perceive the motion when less physical motion was provided . When using implicit presentations of the error pilots relied more heavily on motion cues.
• Increasing the visual display field of view lead to an increase in the time to perceive visual cues using the implicit presentation of the error. The increase was approximately 20 [ms] and was significant. The pilots also relied more heavily on motion cues in this case.
In future research, more physical motion settings could be used in order to discover a trend in the pilot model perception gains. Also, further research into the visual display field of view needs to be performed, such as the size of the central visual field of view. The size of the dots in the flow field needs to be investigated to determine whether they can be perceived accurately in peripheral vision. Finally, the current pilot model was not able to capture the low-frequency pilot response to physical motion. This model error needs to be investigated further. Possible improvements in the pilot model are the addition of the feedback of velocity information, e.g., due to auditory cues, and feed back of position information in the motion channel. The sound of the actuators of the simulator is proportional to the speed with which they extend and might therefore provide information on lateral velocity.
